This work studies the gravitational synchrotron radiation emitted from arbitrary cusps of cosmic strings. The results are expressed in terms of four parameters describing the motion of such a cusp.
We have defined the constants fl, =g,"cosf, -2co, f, 'sinf" co, =g, '(0) 
which are to replace Eq. (6). Since our attention is focused on the cusp, this constraint is only needed in the neighborhood of the cusp and thus does not impose any unphysical requirement to the whole extent of the loop. Equations (7) reduce the size of the Kibble-Turok sphere around the cusp and result in a smoothing of the cusp.
We assume that the cusp develops at the origin of coordinates and moves with a positive velocity U along the z axis. Thus
The most general solutions a' and b' to Eqs. (7), can be written as
where f"g"fb, and gb are smooth but otherwise arbitrary functions (See Fig. 1 
where f, fb is the angle be-tween the planes tangent to the motions of a and b, respectively (See Fig. 1 ). We notice that when co, =cob and f, =fb, the motion of the cusp is linear along the z axis. The power per solid ang1e, emitted by the cusp in the direction N=(sinOcosg, sin8sing, cos8) of an observer, is given in the local inertial frame by dI' 2~i( tiO) dQ (16) As in the electromagnetic case, the emitted gravitational synchrotron radiation will be determined completely by the parameters describing the instantaneous circular motion of the emitter, namely, the radius of curvature, the velocity of that motion and the position of the observer with respect to that motion. For arbitrary cusps, the radius of curvature of the motion will be given by the square of the velocity divided by the acceleration at t =0: namely, R =2v'i~a"(0)+b" (0) 
where k=a)N .
[F'JI = F= ---, ' [a'xb'+b'xa') .
Since our purpose is to focus on the radiation emitted at the cusp we expand the arguments of the exponentials around the origin to obtain
Clearly, the result is valid only because gravity is weak everywhere.
The Fourier transform of the stress-energy tensor of the string is given by
For a string loop of length L and mass per unit length p the stress energy is given by 'u'cv, cub»n(f-, +fb ) rtp, F»)» =u cv, cvbsinf, sinfbrtg, F)";"= , 'v [cvbcosfbrt+-cv, cosf, g), Ff"=u, F»)"= , 'v [cvbsinfbrt+-co, sinf, gI .
(25) ('=g+b~l3b3, rI'=rI+a~l3a3 . (26) In order to express Eqs. (24) Fig. 1 ). The integrals in Eqs. (28) 
